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Abstract

An important parameter in a secret sharing scheme is the number of
minimal qualified sets. Given this number, the universal access structure
is the richest possible structure, namely the one in which there are one
or more participants in every possible Boolean combination of the mini-
mal qualified sets. Every access structure is a substructure of the universal
structure for the same number of minimal qualified subsets, thus universal
access structures have the highest complexity given the number of mini-
mal qualified sets. We show that the complexity of the universal structure
with n minimal qualified sets is between n/ log2 n and n/2.7182 . . . asymp-
totically.
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1 Introduction

In a secret sharing scheme the access structure defines which subsets of the par-
ticipants should recover the secret – these are the qualified subsets. Unqualified
subsets are also called independent. The collection of qualified subsets is deter-
mined uniquely by the minimal qualified sets. Suppose in an access structure
we have n minimal qualified sets: A1, . . ., An. For εi = 0 or 1 let Aεi

i be Ai

when εi = 1, and the complement of Ai when εi = 0. The access structure is
universal if none of the 2n possible intersections

⋂
Aεi

i is empty. In this note
Un denotes a universal access structure with n qualified subsets.

Universal structures with at most three minimal qualified sets were investi-
gated in [3, 4], and for four qualified sets in [5]. For n = 2 and n = 3 the exact
complexity is known: it is 1 and 3/2, respectively. For n = 4 it is proved in [5]
that the complexity of U4 is between 7/4 and 11/6, the exact value is not known.
This paper provides the first bounds for the compexity of Un for larger values
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of n. The upper bound follows from a secret sharing scheme defined recursively
for each n. The lower bound is a well-tailored application of the independent
sequence method described, e.g., in [1].

2 Reduction

First we note that the number of participants in each class
⋂
Aεi

i is irrelevant:
the complexity of the scheme does not depend on the number of participants
in the classes, it depends only on which classes are empty and which are not.
Consequently, for each n, we can define a unique “general” universal access
structure with n minimal qualified sets. As a first step, we can evidently discard
all participants who are not in any of the qualified sets as they can play no role
in recovering the secret. Less trivially we can also discard those participants
which are in all of the qualified sets. Details follow.

Let U∗n be the normalized structure with n minimal qualified sets A1, . . .,
An, where the intersection

⋂
Aεi

i has exactly one element when not all the εi are
equal, and is empty otherwise. In particular, the structure U∗n is connected, no
participant is in all, or none, of the minimal qualified subsets, and has exactly
2n − 2 participants.

Claim 1 The complexity of the structures Un and U∗n are equal: σ(Un) = σ(U∗n)

Proof Let S be any scheme realizing Un. Pick one participant from each class⋂
Aεi

i except when all the εi’s are equal, 2n − 2 participants in total. Make
the shares of all other participants public. This defines a scheme S∗ realizing
the access structure U∗n, and it is clear that the complexity of S∗ is less than or
equal to the complexity of S. This establishes σ(U∗n) ≤ σ(Un).

To see the other direction, let S∗ be a scheme realizing U∗n. For the sake of
simplicity we assume that the secret for S∗ is a single random bit. Define the
scheme S for Un as follows. Write the random bit s as the mod 2 sum of two
random independent bits r1 and s1:

s = r1 ⊕ s1.

The secret for S will be s. Use any perfect ideal k out of k threshold scheme to
distribute r1 among participants in the intersection

⋂
Ai. That is, all partici-

pants from this set together can reconstruct r1, but no proper subset of them
(or any any other subset not containing all participants from

⋂
Ai) has any

information on r1. Next, distribute s1 according to the scheme S∗. Partic-
ipants in the intersection

⋂
Aεi

i (not all εi are equal) will be able to recover
the share what S∗ assigns to them using again an independent realization of
a perfect ideal k out of k threshold scheme (different k, of course). It is clear
that qualified subsets of Un can recover the secret s, while unqualified subsets
have no information on it. The complexity of S is max{1, σ(S∗)} (here 1 comes
from distributing r1) as threshold schemes have complexity 1. This establishes
σ(Un) ≤ σ(U∗n) as required. �
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Claim 2 σ(U2) = 1.

Proof In U∗2 there are 22 − 2 = 2 participants, and both of them form a one-
element qualified set. Simply give the secret to both of them. �

3 Upper bound

In this section we define a perfect scheme realizing U∗n by recursion on n. Using
this scheme we establish an upper bound for the complexity of the universal
scheme. We call participants p and q of U∗n equivalent if there is a permutation
π on the full set of participants which sends p to q and maps all qualified subsets
into qualified subsets, i.e., π is an automorphism of the structure U∗n. It is easy
to see that p and q are equivalent if and only if both of them are members
of exactly the same number of minimal qualified sets. Thus there are n − 1
equivalence classes, one for each i = 1, . . . , n− 1.

Suppose Sn realizes U∗n. Using the standard symmetrization technique we
may assume that Sn is fully symmetrical, that is, equivalent participants receive
shares of the same size. We denote by fn(i) this common size of the shares of
those who are in exactly i qualified subsets divided by the size of the secret.
The complexity of the scheme Sn is then

σ(Sn) = max{fn(i) : 1 ≤ i < n}.

Let us also define fn(0) = 0 and fn(n) = 1.

Lemma 3 Suppose Sn realizes U∗n with fn(i) as defined above. Then there is a
perfect scheme Sn+1 realizing U∗n+1 such that

n · fn+1(i) = (n+ 1− i) · fn(i) + i · fn(i− 1) for all 0 < i ≤ n. (1)

Proof We will use Stinson’s decomposition technique from [7]. Given U∗
n+1

define n + 1 access structures Γ1, . . . ,Γn+1 such that the set of participants
is the same, while in Γj the j-th minimal qualified subset is left out. By the
assumption and by Claim 1 above there are perfect schemes realizing Γj such
that participants in i out of the n qualified subsets of Γj receive fn(i)-size shares
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

Now use all of these n+ 1 schemes simultaneously. Each (minimal) qualified
subset of U∗

n+1 recovers exactly n out of the n+ 1 distributed secrets, while an
unqualified subset has no information on any of those secrets. Using Stinson’s
trick from [7] we can define a secret of size n and n+1 shadows of size 1 each so
that the secret can be determined by any n of the shadows. Thus the composite
scheme will distribute a secret of size n. A participant who is in exactly i of the
minimal qualified subsets will receive shares of size fn(i− 1) from Γj when j is
one of the minimal qualified subsets he is in (i in total), and shares of size fn(i)
from Γj when j is one of the minimal qualified subsets he is not in (n+ 1− i in
total). This establishes the claim of the lemma. �
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Lemma 4 Suppose fn(0) = 0, fn(n) = 1, f2(1) = 1 and for n ≥ 2 the function
fn+1 satisfies the recursion in (1). Then

fn(i) = (n− i)
(
h(n)− h(n− i)

)
for all 0 ≤ i < n, (2)

where h(1) = 0 and h(n) =
∑

0<j<n 1/j otherwise.

Proof When i = 0 then, by definition, fn(0) = 0, and (2) also yields 0. (2)
also gives

f2(1) = h(2)− h(1) = 1− 0 = 1.

Suppose (2) holds for n ≥ 2 and 0 < i < n. Equation (1) can be rewritten as

fn+1(i)
n+ 1− i

=
n− i
n
· fn(i)
n− i

+
i

n
· fn(i− 1)
n+ 1− i

(3)

Now h(n+1) = h(n)+1/n, and h(n+1−i) = h(n−i)+1/(n−i). Consequently

h(n+ 1) = h(n) +
1
n

=
i

n
· h(n) +

n− i
n
· h(n) +

1
n
,

h(n+ 1− i) =
i

n
· h(n+ 1− i) +

n− i
n
·
(
h(n− i) +

1
n− i

)
,

that is

h(n+ 1)− h(n+ 1− i) =
n− i
n

(
h(n)− h(n− i)

)
+
i

n

(
h(n)− h(n+ 1− i)

)
.

This shows that the function h(n)− h(n− i) satisfies the recursion (3), that is
fn(i) = (n− i)

(
h(n)− h(n− i)

)
for all n and i by induction. �

Theorem 5 The complexity of Un is asymptotically at most n/e where e =
2.7182 . . . is the Euler number.

Proof By Lemma 3 there is a scheme Sn realizing Un with complexity

σ(Sn) = max{fn(i) : 1 ≤ i < n}

where, by Lemma 4 fn(i) = (n− i)
(
h(n)− h(n− i)

)
. Now

fn(i+ 1)− fn(i) = h(n− i) + 1− h(n). (4)

As h(n − i) is strictly decreasing, fn increases while h(n − i) ≥ h(n) − 1, and
decreases after this value of i, and takes its maximum when (4) changes sign.
Using the approximation h(x) = γ + log(x− 1/2) +O(x−2) from [6] where γ is
the Euler-Mascheroni constant, this happens when

n− i =
n

e
+
e− 1

2e
+O(1/n),

and then the maximal value of fn taken at this i is

fn(i) = (n− i)
(
1 +O(1/n)

)
=
n

e
+
e− 1

2e
+O(1/n).

From here the theorem follows. �
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A more careful analysis shows that

max
i
fn(i) <

n

e
+
e− 1

2e
+

1
3n

<
n

e
+ 0.5

for all n ≥ 2 which gives a non-asymptotic estimate on the complexity of Sn.

4 Lower bound

As mentioned in the Introduction, for the lower bound we use a variation of
the independent sequence method from [1]. For a general description how the
method works, see, e.g., [1, 2]. Briefly, for any subset A of the participant one
considers the relative entropy f(A), which is simply the entropy of all the shares
given to members of A divided by the entropy of the secret. The function f
satisfies a certain set of linear inequalities derived from the Shannon inequalities
for the entropy function. For example, f(∅) = 0, for arbitrary subsets A and B
of the participants

f(AB) ≤ f(A) + f(B),

or, f(B) ≤ f(A) when B ⊆ A. This latter inequality is called monotonicity. The
strict monotonicity property says that whenever B is independent and B ⊆ A
is qualified then not only f(A) is larger than f(B), but the difference is at least
one: f(B) + 1 ≤ f(A). As a particular case,

f(A) ≤ f(a1) + f(a2) + · · ·+ f(ak) (5)

when A = {a1, . . . , ak}. Here and the in the sequel, as usual, we write f(a)
instead of f({a}), and write AB and Aa instead of A ∪B and A ∪ {a}, respec-
tively.

The entropy method works as follows. To prove that the complexity of an
access structure is at least κ it is enough to show that for all non-negative
functions f satisfying all of the above inequailities there is a participant p with
f(p) ≥ κ.

The independent sequence method relies on the following lemma which we
cite without proof from [2].

Lemma 6 Suppose B ⊆ A, p is a participant not in A, and for some B ⊆ C ⊆
A, C is independent, while Cp = C ∪ {p} is qualified. Then f(A) − f(B) ≥
f(Ap)− f(Bp) + 1. �

The next lemma summarizes the method itself.

Lemma 7 (Independent sequence method) Supppose A0 is a qualified set,
B0 is the empty set, and b1, . . ., bn are participants not in A0. Let Bi = {b1,
. . . , bi}, and Ai = A0 ∪ Bi. Suppose that for all 0 ≤ i < n there is a subset
Ci ⊂ A0 such that BiCi is independent, while Bi+1Ci = bi+1BiCi is qualified.
Then f(A0) ≥ n.

In the usual terminology the sequence A0, A1, . . . is made independent by the
sequence B0, B1, . . . from where the method got its name.
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Proof By the monotonicity of the function f , f(An)− f(Bn) ≥ 0 as An ⊇ Bn.
By Lemma 6,

f(Ai)− f(Bi) ≥ f(Ai+1)− f(Bi+1) + 1

which is shown by the set C = BiCi and the participant p = bi+1. Putting all
of these inequalities together we get

f(A0)− f(B0) ≥ n.

As B0 is the emptyset, f(B0) = 0 and the claim of the lemma follows. �

As it was remarked in the Introduction, among all access structures with n
minimal qualified subsets, Un has the highest complexity. Consequently to show
that Un has complexity at least κ it is enough to find any access structure with
n minimal qualified subsets with complexity ≥ κ. This is exactly what we will
do.

Theorem 8 For each n ≥ 2 there is an access structure with n minimal quali-
fied subsets and complexity at least n/(1 + log2 n).

Proof Let k ≥ 1 to be chosen later and X be a set with exactly k elements.
Enumerate the proper subsets of X in decreasing order as C0, C1, . . ., C`−1 = ∅
where ` = 2k − 1. “Descreasing” means that sets with larger index does not
have more elements; in particular Ci 6⊂ Cj whenever 0 ≤ i < j < `.

Let b1, . . ., b` be new participants not in X, and define B0 = ∅, and for
1 ≤ i ≤ ` let Bi be the set {b1, b2, . . . , bi}. There will be n ≤ ` minimal qualified
subsets: B1C0, B2C1, . . ., BnCn−1. These sets can indeed form a collection of
minimal qualified subsets as none of them is a subset of any other. Also we
remark that the sets BiCi for 0 ≤ i < n are independent as none of Bj+1Cj is
a subset of BiCi. Indeed, if j ≥ i then Bj+1 is not a subset of Bi, and if j < i
then Cj is not a subset of Ci. Thus we can apply Lemma 7 with A0 = X giving

f(X) ≥ n.

As X has k elements, say a1, . . ., ak, applying property (5) we get

f(a1) + · · ·+ f(ak) ≥ f(X) ≥ n,

meaning that some participant in this access structure has an f -value at least
n/k. Thus the complexity of the structure is also at least n/k. Our aim is to
choose k as small as possible. We have only a single restriction, namely that n
should not exceed the value ` = 2k − 1. Thus there is always an approriate k
which is less than or equal to (1 + log2 n), proving the theorem. �

As a consequence of Theorem 8 the universal structure Un also has com-
plexity at least n/(1 + log2 n), proving that the complexity is at least n/ log2 n
asymptotically.
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